
DEFINITELY A NORMAL THEME PARK 

 

EXT. THEME PARK ENTRANCE – DAY  

ESTABLISHING SHOT 1sec 

The title is shown as the front gate logo of the theme park.  

PAN DOWN TO ALIEN BOSS 1sec 

The alien boss welcomes the customers to the newly opened theme park. 

 

INT. THEME PARK – DAY  

MONTAGE IN NEXT THREE SHOTS 

FULL SHOT 3sec 

The customers, normal humans, start walking in from the left towards the right. They range from 

families of small children, teenagers, and couples. They are all excited to get stuck in the park. In the 

background, kids are pointing and climbing onto the stalls behind the crowd. They include games, and 

prizes to win. Aliens running the stalls are smiling, happy to see the crowd. 

People are amazed as they walk down the stalls and amusements. In the foreground, a couple are taking 

a selfie with an Alien. The crowd notices that people are already on the roller coaster. 

 

MEDIUM RIGHT-SIDE SHOT 1sec 

Two boys have their arms up in the air as they ride on the roller coaster, as it goes down the drop. 

 

INT. ROLLER COASTER ENTRANCE – DAY  

MEDIUM SHOT 4sec 

An alien staff member's job role is to check if customers are tall enough for the ride. The Alien looks up 

to the pair already on the coaster, but then looks to the ground, confused and thinking something over. 

WIDE SHOT 

The alien is considering if the baby crying In front of them should be let in or not. 

 

INT. THEME PARK RESTAURANT – DAY  

CLOSE UP OF PLATE OF FOOD 0.5sec 

Commented [DK1]: Footsteps 

Commented [DK2]: Footsteps and wheels of a pram 
against gravel ground 
People emoting, Ooh's, Ahh's 

Commented [DK3]: Phone photo taking sound 

Commented [DK4]: Roller coaster mechanic sounds, men 
wooooo emote 

Commented [DK5]: Hmmmm Alien sound 
Baby crying sound 



A couple bring their plate of food to their table and sit down.  

 

MEDIUM SHOT OF COUPLE 5sec 

They are concerned about the shape of the table cubicle they have sat in, as the area looks awfully like a 

teacup ride.  

One of them makes a spinning gesture with their hand, and they both laugh. 

Suddenly, to no surprise, the teacup tables start spinning intensely. Food plates, drinks and condiments 

are flying. 

 

INT. POPCORN STAND – DAY  

FULL SHOT OF POPCORN STAND 5sec 

The Alien worker is prepping the popcorn boxes by taping them together. The cook is excited to serve 

popcorn to potential customers. 

However, a big shadow appears. There is someone big and menacing walking over. The alien worker is 

spooked out and hides under the table, knocking over the box on the table, and the boxes on top of 

their head. 

 

INT. THEME PARK RESTAURANT – DAY 

WIDE SHOT OF RESTAURANT 1sec 

The spinning teacups are still spinning. The humans inside aren't in control of their limbs flinging about. 

The same shadow walks through, slamming a foot down.  

 

INT. ROLLER COASTER ENTRANCE – DAY 

FULL SHOT OF ENTRANCE 2sec 

The shadow makes its way past the roller coaster entrance. The staff member panics and runs to the 

left, but the baby starts crawling towards the roller coaster queue. 

 

INT. THEME PARK – DAY 

WORMS EYE VIEW – WIDE ZOOM OUT 3sec 

Finally, we see the source of the shadows. The alien inspector is revealed. They stand in a wide, 

dominant pose with hands on hips. The alien boss and alien worker stand at each side of the inspector, 

scared and worried about their appearance. 

Commented [DK6]: Ceramic Plate hitting hard table 
sitting down sound 

Commented [DK7]: Little laughs 

Commented [DK8]: A Whissshh spinning sound 
Plates breaking 
Plop of food landing 

Commented [DK9]: Big sound as the feet land on the 
ground 

Commented [DK10]: Boxes falling 

Commented [DK11]: Big sound as the feet land on the 
ground 

Commented [DK12]: Big sound as the feet land on the 
ground 

Commented [DK13]: Alien panic sound - Refer to Ref 

Commented [DK14]: Hand platting on ground 

Commented [DK15]: Silly alien scream sound 



EXTREME CLOSE SHOT OF BADGE 1sec 

They reach for their inspector badge and adjust it to a good position. 

 

INT. THEME PARK – DAY 

INT. THEME PARK RESTAURANT – DAY 

WIDE SHOT 4sec 

The inspector kneels towards the restaurant, where they see splats of food and drink all over the place, 

and dizzy customers in the teacups. The inspector is unimpressed as they flick a piece of food away with 

their finger. 

 

INT. THEME PARK – DAY  

OVER THE SHOULDER SHOT 1sec 

The inspector is annoyed by the mess but gets back up. The inspector turns to see two humans, holding 

some popcorn. 

 

MEDIUM FRONT SHOT 2sec 

The boy is eating popcorn from his hands as the girl holds the box. But as they are walking along, the 

popcorn box rips open from the bottom, and popcorn falls out. They are both a bit concerned. 

 

CLOSE SHOT 2sec 

The inspector shakes their head, in disgust of poor craftsmanship. The inspector then hears laughter 

from a baby, high up in the air. The inspector goes to investigate. 

 

EXT. TOP OF ROLLER COASTER – DAY 

FAST MOVEMENT TRANSITION - FULL SHOT 3sec 

The inspector reaches up to see the top of the roller coaster, where a cart is about to go down. 

 

CLOSE SHOT 4sec 

There are two nervous aliens in the front of the ride, and there are two hats in the back seat. The 

inspector searches for anything suspicious before the cart speeds faster down the drop. 

Commented [DK16]: rrk rrk sound moving the badge 

Commented [DK17]: Fast flick sound 
Human uuughh sounds 

Commented [DK18]: Rip sound, falling popcorn 

Commented [DK19]: Baby laughing 

Commented [DK20]: Roller coaster clicking/chugging 
noises as it moves 



The hats hover and fly out of frame, revealing the baby was underneath the hats, and is on the ride. The 

inspector gasps in shock.  

 

CLOSE SLOW-MOTION SHOT 2sec 

The baby smiles through the dummy in their mouth, and waves menacingly at the Inspector. But as they 

fly down, the inspector reaches over and grabs the cart. 

 

INT. THEME PARK – DAY 

WIDE PAN UP SHOT 2sec 

The inspector puts down the cart in front of their feet. Pan up to their face. The inspector is very angry 

now. 

 

MEDIUM SHOT 2sec 

The aliens all arrive in one formation. The alien boss is in front, very worried about the inspector's 

reaction. 

 

CLOSE SHOT 1sec 

The inspector takes out a laser gun. Detailed on the side, they switch the gun setting from safe, to 

unsafe. 

 

MEDIUM SHOT  1sec 

Without explanation, the Inspector aims the laser gun towards the park, and shoots. 

 

EXT. LAND – DAY 

WIDE SHOT 6sec 

The aliens stand in one spot, as the park behind them swirls from the laser and turns into an empty plain 

of land. The Alien boss in front becomes sad, as well as the aliens around them. Confetti from the park 

falls down towards the crowd, as a balloon hits the alien boss on the head softly. 

The alien boss shifts to a happy expression for what is in front of them. 

 

MEDIUM SHOT 3sec 

Commented [DK21]: Alien gasp sound - Refer to ref 

Commented [DK22]: Heavy mechanic hitting ground 

Commented [DK23]: Angry alien sounds 

Commented [DK24]: Button slide switch sound 

Commented [DK25]: Laser gun / shooting sound 

Commented [DK26]: Laser swirly sifi sound 

Commented [DK27]: Alien sad noises 
Some alien happy noises 



A big and small human walk over, holding the broken height-to-ride sign, and offering to help them build 

the park again. They both smile. 

 

WIDE SHOT 3sec 

The aliens are in their same spot, but already building a new theme park. 

END. 

Commented [DK28]: Drilling, hammering, reverse 
beeping sounds 


